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1. Introduction 
Let Z, be the cyclic group of order n, and let X be a simply connected closed smooth manifold 
of dimension 4 with a smooth semifree action of Z,, on it. Let p : E -+ X be an SU (2) vector 
bundle with the second Chern number c2( E) = k = nk’ and with a &-action on E through 
a bundle isomorphism such that p is a Z, map and let the fixed point set Y of Z,, on X be 
2-dimensional and Z,, be the identity on the restriction E) y of the bundle E over the fixed point 
set Y. The quotient bundle E’ -+ X’ is an SU (2) vector bundle with the second Chem number 
cz( E’) = k’. The quotient space X’ is a smooth simply connected closed manifold of dimension 
4 because the neighbourhood of Y has an S0(2)-bundle structure over Y. Let g’ be a smooth 
metric on X’ and let g = or* be the pullback metric of g’ on X where n : X -+ X’ is 
the projection map. Let A be the set of smooth connections on E which forms an affine space 
modeled on Q‘ (ad E), where ad E is the associated Lie algebra bundle of E. To use the implicit 
function theorem on Hilbert manifolds, we complete A into Jlk = {A + a 1 a E L~(Q1 (ad E))}, 
where A is a fixed smooth connection on E and I,: means the usual Sobolev space. Let &+r be 
the group of L2 k+l gauge transformation on E. The cyclic group Z,, acts on the spaces JIQk and 
$I&+, by conjugation. From now on we always assume that Jl and 9 are completed in appropriate 
Sobolev norms, and we will drop the subscripts. Let I!3 = JI/~ and nllk be the moduli space of 
equivalence classes of anti-self-dual connections on E. Let ./I zn be the &-invariant subspace of 
Jl and let 5”” be the group of Z&-invariant gauge transformations of E. 
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Let IB”n = Jl’n/s’n and n/c: = {[A] E Bzn 1 * FA = - FA}, where * is the Hodge star 
operator with respect to the metric g on X and FA is the curvature of A. Similarly we can define 
various Hilbert spaces on the quotient bundle E’ + X’ such as Jl’ the space of connections 
on E’, $7 the space of gauge transformations on E’, and ‘B’ = Jl’/s’, n/c;, the moduli space of 
anti-self-dual connections on E’. 
In this paper, we would like to investigate the relations between the equivariant moduli space 
MF on the bundle E and the moduli space 3vc;, on the quotient bundle E’, and we would like to 
compute the polynomial invariants q”“, which defined by regarding the space Mp, in terms of 
the polynomial invariant q’ which is defined by the space ML,. Fintushel and Stem [S] studied 
the equivariant moduli space and they proved the cobordism group of the integral homology 3- 
spheres infinite. Wang [ 131 studied the involutions on vector bundles and has similar results with 
ours. We found cohomology obstructions to making the moduli space into a smooth &-space. 
In [2] and [3], we studied the equivariant generic metrics on X to make the moduli space into a 
smooth &-space. 
In Section 2, we compute the formal dimension of the moduli space on the quotient bundle 
E’ as 
dim?vfvC;, = (l/n)[dim?& - i(n - 1){3x(Y) + (n + l)Y o Y}] 
where Y o Y is the self-intersection number of the fixed point set Y in X. Any 2-dimensional 
homology class in a compact simply connected 4-manifold X can be represented by a smooth 
compact orientable submanifold of X. If Y’ is an oriented smooth submanifold of dimension 2 
in a compact oriented smooth 4-manifold X’ and a’ is an element in n . H2(X’; Z), then there 
is a &-branch covering space X with branch set Y such that n : X -+ X’ is the projection map 
n(Y) = Y’ and Z, acts freely on X\Y. 
In Section 3, we study the gauge theory on the equivariant moduli space and the moduli 
space on the quotient bundle. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the invariant space 
fik(ad E)“” and the space Q’(ad E’) on the quotient space X’, and between the group 9”~ of 
invariant gauge transformation and the group 4’ of gauge transformations on E’. There is a one- 
to-one correspondence between ?vt$ (g) and ML, (g’) where g’ is a metric on X’ and g = n *(g’). 
Thus we can identify the &-invariant fundamental elliptic complex and the fundamental elliptic 
complex on the quotient bundle E’ and dim ?@” = dim ML,. Every &-invariant homology class 
a! E H = n;’ (n H2(X; Z)) can be represented by a Z,-invariant submanifold C in X which has 
a i&-invariant neighborhood N(C) in X. The Donaldson map p maps from H into H 2 (B”n ; Z). 
The natural pull-back map n* : M’ + 3Lzzn makes a commutative diagram ~*/Ju.x = I_L~I~,. 
In Section 4, we study the Z,-equivariant generic metric on X. There is a Baire set ‘U’ in the 
&-invariant metrics on X such that the invariant moduli space n/c, zn of irreducible anti-self-dual 
i&-invariant connections on E is a smooth manifold for each metric g in ‘U’. The invariant 
moduli space M, zn has no reducible connection for each metric g in an open dense subset U’ of 
the &-invariant metrics ‘Lf”” on X if b:(X) > i(n - I)[2 - x(Y) - f(n + 1)Y o Y)]. 
If two metrics in ‘U’ are joined by a path in ‘Uzn and b:(X) > [n + i(n - 1)(2 - x(Y) - 
i(n + I)Y o Y)], then their invariant moduli spaces are cobordant. 
In Section 5, we study the compactification of invariant moduli space. If a sequence {[A;]} 
in n/c? converges to an ideal connection ([A], (,x1, . . . , xl)), then A is a 7&-invariant ASD 
connection and the set {xi, . . . , xl} is &-invariant. If a point xi in the invariant set is an element 
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of Y, then the multiplicity of the point xi is divisible by n. 
In Section 6, we study the equivariant polynomial invariant 4”” in terms of the polynomial 
invariant q’ on the quotient bundle E’. To define the polynomial invariants we need a fundamental 
homology class [@?“I which is defined under the stable range 
4k 2 2n + 3[n + b;(X) + i(n - l){x(Y) + i(n + 1)Y o Y - 2)]. 
If Jr* : H*(X; z>“n + &(X’; Z) and ~,(a~) = n . ai, i = 1, . . . , d’ then q”“(al. 
. , ad{) = q’(a;, . . . , a:,). If the bundle E -+ X is an S0(3)-bundle, then we can identify 3vtf 
as a fixed point set of Z, in the moduli space Mk. 
In Section 7, we give an example. The surface 4k3#9(S2 x S2) z X ---+ @P2 = X/(&) = X’ 
is the six-fold branched cover of X’ = CIP2 with the branched surface C of genus 10. All 
polynomial invariant qk,x for X is identically zero. However the polynomial invariant qlk, x 
is not zero for large k’. Thus the polynomial invariant qpx on the invariant moduli space Mf!l 
may not be zero even though qk,x is identically zero. 
2. The dimension of moduli space 
Let a finite group G act on a compact smooth manifold X, let X” be the submanifold of fixed 
points by an element h E G, and let L(h) be the Lefschetz number of the map h : X + X. Then 
the Atiyah-Singer fixed point theorem say that the Lefschetz number of h is L(h) = x(Xh), 
and the Euler characteristic of orbit space X/G is x(X/G) = l/IGI ChEG x(X”) where ICI is 
the order of G. In particular, if X is a compact orientable differentiable manifold of dimension 4 on 
which the cyclic group Z,, of order n acts semifreely by orientation preserving diffeomorphisms. 
If all components of the fixed point set Y of this action have dimension 2, the Hirzebruch 
G-Signature Theorem says that the signature of the orbit manifold X/Z,, say X’, is 
Sign(X’) = (l/n)[sign(X) + f(n’ - l)sign(Y 0 Y)] 
where sign(Y o Y) is the self intersection number of Y in X. 
If sign(Y’ o Y’) is the self-intersection umber in X’ of the branch set Y’, then sign(Y’ o Y’) = 
n sign(Y o Y). From now on, we will denote sign(Y o Y) by (Y o Y) for abbreviation. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose Z, acts semifreely on a closed simply connected smooth 4-manifoM 
X with a 2-dimension submanifold Y as its fixed point set. Let the cyclic group Z,, act on an 
SlJ (2) vector bundle E --+ X with the Chern number Q(E) = nk’ = k and let the action on the 
bundle restricted to the branch set be trivial, and let E’ -+ X’ be its quotient bundle. Then the 
dimension of the mod&i space on the bundle E’ 
dimniz;, = (l/n)[dim?& - i(n - 1)(3x(Y) + (n + l)(Y o Y))] 
where Y o Y is the self-intersection umber of the$xed point set Y in X. 
Proof. Let n : X + X’ be the projection map, Y’ = n(Y), and Y’ o Y’ the intersection 
number of Y’ in the orbit space X’. From the Hirzebruch Signature Theorem, the signature 
of X is t(X) = n . t(X’) - ((n2 - 1)/3n)(Y’ 0 Y’) = n . x(X’) - f(n2 - l)(Y o Y). Thus 
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t(X’> = (l/n>t(X) + ((n2 - 1)/3n)(Y o Y). From the Atiyah-Singer Fixed-Point Theorem, 
the Euler characteristic of the orbit space X’ is x (X’) = (1 /n> xhczn x (Xh> = (1 /n)[x (X) + 
(n - 1)x(Y)], since Z, acts semifreely on X and its fixed point set is Y. The orbit space X’ 
is simply connected since X is simply connected. The dimension of the maximal subspace of 
H2(X’; Z), on which the intersection form is positive, is 
b2+(X’) = i{x(X’) + t(X’> - 2) 
= ;[(l/n){x(X) + (n - 1)x(Y)) + (l/n){r(X) + $” - 1)Y 0 Y} - 21 
= ~w~>~x(w+~m-2~ 
+(2/n) + ((n - l)/n)x(Y)+ ((n2 - 1)/3n)(Yo Y) - 21 
= (l/n)@;(X) + ;@I - 1)(x(Y) + ;<n + l)Y 0 Y - 211. 
The dimension of the moduli space of the quotient set up is 
dim%t;, = 8k’ - 3(1 + bz(X’)) 
= 8(k/n) - 3[1 + (l/n)b;(X) 
+ ((n - 1)/2n)]x(Y) + $+ l)Y 0 Y - 2}1 
= (l/n)[8k - 3{1 + b;(X)}] - (3(n - 1)/2n){x(Y) + $(n + l)Y o Y} 
= (l/n)dim?& - (3(n - 1)/2n){x(Y) + f(n + l)Y o Y}. 
Corollary 2.2. Thefixed point manifold Y has its Euler characteristic x (Y) = - 3 (n + 1) Y o Y 
if and only if n . dim h/l;, = dim ?&,I. 
The projection map n : X --+ X’ = X/Z, induces a ring homomorphism n* : H*(X’; R) -+ 
H*(X; R) and its restriction rc* : H*(X’; R) + H*(X; R)zR is an isomorphism, where 
H*(X; R)” is the invariant subspace of H*(X; R) under operation the Z,. 
Let us consider the following useful diagram 





&(X';Z) t H2(X;Z)Zn 
n* 
where P D means the Poincare duality. For any o E H2(X’; Z), by the functoriality of cap product 
n, o PD on*(a) = n,(n*(a) n [Xl) = o nn*[X] = cr nn . [X’] = n . u n [X’] = n . PD(u), 
so the diagram is commutative. 
3. Comparison of equivariance with quotient 
Let E + X be a smooth SU(2)-bundle with &-action, Chem number Q(E) = n . k’, the 
fixed point set Y of 2-dimension, free on X\Y and the restriction of I?+, on E Jy identity. We 
need some conditions for the polynomial invariant by using the equivariant moduli space M”fi. 
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To compare moduli spaces as well as the polynomial invariants in the equivalent and quotient 
set-up, we consider a smooth metric g’ on the orbit space X/z, = X’ and the pull-back metric 
g = zT*g’ on X. 
Then g is a smooth &-invariant metric. To do analysis we need the usual Sobolev completions. 
Let Jlz = {A0 + a ) a E Li(!il’(ad E))}, where A0 is a smooth connection on E. Let s: be 
the group of L:-gauge transformations. Sobolev embedding theorem says that 9: consists of 
continuous transformations and is a Hilbert Lie group. The &-invariant subspace of Jig will 
be denoted by JL~.“” and similarly the &-invariant subgroup of 5: by $““. We shall omit the 
Sobolev subscripts. For the properties of the Sobolev spaces see [5] and [13]. The space of 
2&invariant connections on E is defined to be Jl”” = {AC, + a 1 a E sZ’(ad E)Zn}, where A0 is 
a smooth Z&-invariant connection which we may get by averaging. Let 5”” be the &-invariant 
gauge transformation group. The invariant gauge group gzn acts on the space .A”n of invariant 
connections. 
Write Z38”n = A’n /$?n and M”n the moduli space of invariant ASD-connections in B”n. 
Proposition 3.1. For each k, there is one-to-one correspondence between (the space of invariant 
k-forms with values in the Lie algebra su(2)) ak(ad E)“” and Qk(ad E’). 
Proof. Let JT : X --+ X’ be the projection map. The push down map 
x* : ak(ad E)“” + SZk(ad E’) given by n,(a)@‘) = ;ry*a(x) 
where n(x) = x’ E X’ and (T E Q’(ad E)“” and x* is the natural bundle map over the map n. 
If IT (x1) = TC(X~) = x’, then there is an h E Z, such that XI = h(x& and then TC*O (xl) := 
rr*a(h(xZ)) = n’ha(x2) = n*a(xz), since c E !2’(ad E)Zn. 
Thus the map n, is well-defined. 
Conversely, for each (T’ E Qk(ad E’), the pull-back map TC*O’ is clearly &-invariant and 
r*ol E Q’(ad E)Zn. 
The natural projection map x : X + X’ induces a one-to-one correspondence between 
B’ (ad E)“” and S2 (ad E’). This correspondence induces a one-to-one correspondence between 
.Azn and Jl’, where .A’ the space of connections on the quotient bundle E’ -+ X’. We have 
immediate consequences, for the 22.2 case see [ 131. 
Proposition 3.2. (1) There is one-to-one correspondence between the invariant gauge truns- 
formation groups szn on the bundle E and the gauge transformation group 9’ on the quotient 
bundle E’ --+ X’ induced by the projection map r : X -+ X’. 
(2) There are one-to-one correspondences between Bzn and ‘B’, and between %I$ (g) and 
M;,(g’), where M’(g’) is the moduli space of the ASD connections on the quotient bundle E’ 
under a generic metric g’ on X’, and g = n*(g)). 
Proposition 3.3. Zf A is a &-invariant ASD-connection on E + X and A’ is its push down 
connection on E’ -+ X’, then the following two complexes are commutative and isomorphic. 
0 ---+ S2’(ad E)‘n da\ Q1(ad E)“” % !2t(ad E)“n ---+ 0 
f JT* 




S-22: (ad E’) --, 0. 
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Proof. For any 0’ E ni(ad E’), let *s be the Hodge star on X with respect to the metric g on 
X and g’ be the metric on X’ such that g = rc*g’. 
*&*(T’) = ?r*(*&r’)) = rr*c+. 
Thus rr*o’ E n:(ad E)Zn. Since the ASD-connection A is &-invariant, dA o x* = n* o dAt. 
The formal dimension of Mzn (E) is the index of the first complex in the above proposition. 
By the above proposition, it is the same as the index of second complex which is the formal 
dimension of M(E’). By Theorem 2.1 we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose Z, acts on an SU (2)-bundle E + X with Q(E) = k = nk’ and a 
2-dimensional submanifold Y of X is thefixed point, Z, is the identity on E 1 y and I&, acts freely 
on X\Y. Then 
dim@!“(E) = l/n. [dim?&(E) - i(n - 1){3x(Y) - (n + l)Y o Y)]. 
Let H = n;‘(nHz(X’; Z)) C Hz(X; Z)zn. 
Proposition 3.5. Every &-invariant homology class u E H can be represented by a Z,- 
invariant submanifold C in X. 
Proof. Suppose that a is a &-invariant homology class in H c Hz(X; Z)zn. By Poincare 
duality, there is an element t E H2(X; Z)zn and a complex line bundle L, on X such that 
PD(r) = a and q(L,) = t. 
This line bundle L, -+ X has a natural Zn-action because the cohomology class t = q(L,) 
is the image PD(n*(/?)) for some B E H2(X’; Z), that is, L, comes from the line bundle on 
X’ with the Euler class p. Choose a section (T of L, + X such that (T = (l/n)Ch,zn h*a is a 
transversal to the zero section of the bundle L, + X. Then B is ?&-invariant and 0-l (0) = x 
represents the homology class cr and is &-invariant. 
Remark 3.6. By the above Proposition, a &-invariant class a E H = Im( PD o n*) c 
H2(X; Z)“n is represented by a Z,-invariant 2-dimensional submanifold C in X. This ;Z,- 
invariant set C has a small &-invariant neighborhood N(x) in X. Even if rr* : H’(X’; R) + 
H’(X; R)zn is an isomorphism for each i, in the Z-coefficient rr* : H’(X’; Z) -+ H’(X; Z)“n 
is a monomorphism for each i. 
Proposition 3.7. The map p : H2(X; Z) -+ H2(B; Z) restricts to the &-invariant set up, that 
is, p(cx) E H2(‘Bzn; Z) ifa E H. 
Proof. By the above remark, we may choose a &-invariant neighborhood N(C) of &-invariant 
submanifold C which represents the class a! E H2(X; Z)zn. 
Choose a i&invariant metric on X so that Z, acts on X as orientation preserving isometries. 
The Riemann surface C is spin since its canonical bundle has even degree. There is a Dirac 
operator D : r(F) -+ I’(S-) which is a &-invariant elliptic operator. Let E -+ N(C) be the 
restricted SU(2)-bundle of the bundle E + X. We have a determinant line icz -+ EN(~) for the 
family of operator DA : P(Sf 8 E) + r(S- 8 E) obtained by coupling D to each connection 
A E BNCCj and J& = (det ind DA)*. 
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Since h(DAa) = DAha = DAa, for h E Z,, this coupled Dirac operator restricts to DA : 
r(,S+ @J E)“n + r(S- @ E)“” by coupling D to each connection A E Bzn and we also have a 
determinant line bundle CC -+ B,$,. Thus p(C) = cl(Lcc) is &-invariant. 
Proposition 3.8. The natural pull-back map n.* : Mzn t n/cl induces the map n* : 
H2(MZn) -+ H2(M’) with the relation n*(p,~(C)) = ~,Y(TT,@)) = npx,(C’) where 
rr,C = nC’ E I&(X’), C E IIZ~(X)‘~ and C’ = C/z,. 
Proof. By the above propositions, C is represented by &-invariant submanifold C (we will use 
the same symbol C) of X which is transverse to the fixed point set Y. As in the proof of the 
above proposition we may consider the determinant line bundle CC -+ M” , where 
Lc = det[Ind(Ds : r(S+ 631 E)“” -+ r(S- C3 E)“.)]. 
For each A E Mzn ,we have a push down connection A’ = n,A E MY’. The invariant neighbour- 
hood N(C) pushes down to a neighbourhood N(C’) of C’ = r C. If we push down the above 
bundle on N(C) to a bundle on N(E’), the numerical n . Ind DA = Ind DA’ for each A E M”“. 
The map n* pushes down ,Gx to the tensor product &cc/ @I . . . ~3 Lx! of n-copies of Lrg. Thus 
n*/Ju(z> = n*(C,(&)) = c@:) = n . cl(Lp) = n . p,y(C’) = pxl(nC’) = p,y,(n*C). 
4. Equivariant generic metric 
We would like to introduce an equivariant generic metric on a 4-manifold X to define polyno- 
mial invariant by regarding the equivariant moduli space ?v@ c 'Bzn as carrying a distinguished 
invariant homology class, independent of the choice of metric used to define M% . 
Let E 4 X be an SU (2) vector bundle with c2 = nk’ = k over a simply connected closed 
smooth 4-manifold X. Suppose a cyclic group Z, acts on X with a 2-dimensional submanifold Y 
as the fixed point set. Let Z,, lift to the bundle E such that the projection p is a &-map. Choose 
&-invariant metrics on X and E. Recall the notations Jl (JIZn), 9 (9”“) for the space of (Z,,- 
invariant) connections and the group of (&invariant) gauge transformations on E respectively. 
Consider the fundamental elliptic complexes 
and 
0 + Q’(ad E) --+ R’(ad E) + fii(ad E) -+ 0 
0 --+ Q’(ad E)“” + S2l (ad E)“” --+ Q:(ad E)“” --+ 0. 
Then the space Jl and Jl”n are affine spaces modeled on the spaces Qi (ad E) and Q’ (ad E)zn, 
and the groups of gauge transformations 5 and 9 ‘n are modeled on the spaces a”(ad E) and 
Q’(ad E)“” respectively. Since the gauge transformations act on the connection spaces, we have 
the orbit spaces 
B=Jl/S and IB”” = JI”“/9”‘. 
We have some immediate consequences. 
Proposition 4.1. Let E’ &- X’ be the quotient bundle of E 4 X under the &,-action. 
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(i) X’ has a smooth structure such that 7t is smooth. 
(ii) Q(E) = nc*(E’). 
(iii) The natural map 2& + ‘B is injective if we restrict to irreducible connections and if we 
consider S0(3)-bundles. 
(iv) If we choose a metric g on X from a smooth metric g’ on X’, then the metric g is Z,- 
invariant. 
Proof. (i) Let x : X + X’ be the projection map. If N is a tubular neighborhood of Y which is 
the fixed point set, then N + Y is an U( 1)-bundle and N’ = n(N) -+ Y’ = n(Y) is also an 
U(l)-bundle. If we identify Y and Y’, then N’ is isomorphic to N 8~ . . . @‘a: N (n copies). 
(ii) Since E = rr*(E’), pi(E) = pln*E’ = n*pl(E’) = npl(E’) and Q(E) = ncz(E’). 
(iii) Suppose Al, AZ E IB*“n and Al = gAzg-’ for some g E g(E). Then Al = 
h-‘ghA2h-‘g-‘h = gA2g- ‘, for any h E Z, and g-‘h-‘ghAeh_‘g-‘hg = AZ. g-‘h-‘gh 
is an element of the center of the gauge group. Since the center is trivial, gh = hg for any h E 72, 
and g E szn. 
(iv) Since n*g’ = g, for any v, w E TpX, g,(v, w> = (n*g’)p(u, w) = &,)(rr,u, 75,~) and 
for any h E Z,,, 
gt,(p)(h+u, h,w) = (n*g’)t,(r)(h*v, hew) = g&,&~*h*~, n*h*w) 
= g;,,,(h,u, h,w). 
Let U = ‘U(GL(TX)) be the set of Ck-automorphisms of the tangent bundle for a sufficient 
large k. Let ‘Uzn be the subspace of Z&-invariant metrics in U. 
In fact if g is a fixed &-invariant metric on X, then every &-invariant metric on X is realized 
by a pull-back metric 4*(g) of g for some q5 E Uzn. 
Let p+ : fi2~‘~ + CL+ 2*zn be the projection onto the self-dual Z,-invariant 2-forms with respect 
to the Z,-invariant metric g. Then $*p+#-‘* is the projection onto self-dual, &-invariant 2-forms 
with respect to the metric @*(g). 
We define a map @ : B*4 x ‘Uzn + 52:(ad E)% by @(A, C#J) = p+q!r-‘*FA. The map @ is 
well-defined. Clearly a connection V is anti-self-dual if and only if h(V) is anti-self-dual with 
respect to the metric (h@)*(g) [2]. 
Theorem 4.2 [9,2]. The map Cp is smooth and has zero as a regular value. The inverse image 
Q-’ (0) is an infinite dimensional Banach manifold of anti-self-dual connections parametrized 
by the space U”n of all i&,-invariant metrics on X. 
Consider the projection map 
which is a Fredholm map with &-invariant index of the fundamental &-invariant elliptic com- 
plex as its index. By the Sat-d-Smale Theorem for a Fredholm map between paracompact Banach 
manifolds, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3 [2]. There is a Baire set U’ of U”” such that n-‘(4) = 3M&sJZn is a smooth 
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manifold in the mod&i space M$,,,, f o the irreducible anti-self-dual connections for each met 
ric 4 E U’. 
Let go, gi E U’, and r : [0, 11 -+ U”n be a path between them. If b2f(X’) > 1, we can perturb 
the path y to a new path y’ so that n is transverse to it. We may assume y(O) = y’(O) = go and 
y (1) = v’( 1) = gi. Then we have a cobordism W,.I between the moduli spaces M* (go)“” and 
~~*(g# . For any C we can choose the path y’ to have the transverse condition for all bundle E 
with Q(E) < k!. Also if bl(X’) > 1 we may choose the path y’ so that n is transverse to it. Let 
us consider the reducible connections on E. If V is a Z&-invariant reducible connection, then 
there is an equivariant bundle decomposition E = L @ L-l and an equivariant decomposition 
V = VO $ Vc of the connection V. If V is anti-seif-dual, then the curvature form (1 /Zr)F$,. 
represents the Euler class of the line bundle L and is a &,-invariant ASD harmonic 2-form on 
X. The &-invariant fundamental elliptic complex 
0 -+ Q”(ad E)“” + Q’(ad E)“” + Qt (ad E)“’ -+ 0 
reduces to 
0 _+. @“” +. fil.“” _+. Qy” _+ 0 (*I 
since the adjoint bundle is trivial. The index of (*) is (1/2)(x”” + azn) = 1 + bl,“n, since 
dim HO.& - 1 and dim H1,“n - dimfj2.G = _b+,G If b+*“n - 
2. 2 > 0 the Sard-Smale Theorem 
induces that generically there are no anti-self-dual solutions. Since the dimension of &-invariant, 
self-dual harmonic 2-forms on X equal to the dimension of self-dual harmonic 2-forms on the 
quotient space X’: 
b:“(X) = bt(X’) = (l/n)[bl(X) + i(n - l){x(Y) + i(n + l)Y o Y - 2}]. 
Thus we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.4. (1) Zfbz(X) > i(n - 1)(2 - x(Y) - $(n + l)Y o Y}, then there is an open 
dense subset U’ of the i&-invariant metrics U”” on X such that 3MF does not have a reducible 
&-invariant ASD-connection for each g E M’. 
(2) &b:(X) > n + (n - 1)/n. (2 - x(Y) - $(n + 1)Y o Y}, then any path in ‘Uzn of metrics 
in &,-invariant metrics joining two metrics gl and g2 in U’ can be perturbed into a new path so 
that x is transverse to it. 
(3) The moduli spaces Mzn of the equivariant classes of &-invariant ASD-connections are 
smooth manifolds under the condition (l), are cobordant under the condition (2) for the invariant 
generic metrics in u’. 
5. Compactification of invariant moduli space 
Suppose that an SU (2)-vector bundle E + X has the second Chem number Q(E) = k which 
is divisible by n. To compactify the equivariant moduli space hz?, let us make the definition that 
a sequence ([Ail} in ?@ converges to an ideal connection ([A], (xl, . . . , xl)) where [A] E I&-t 
and the xi are the points in X which are not necessarily distinct, if 
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(i) the curvature density ~~~~ 1’ converges to the curvature density of ([A], (XI, ~2, . . . , xl)), 
1 FAN I2 + 8n2 cf=, Sxi in measure, 
(ii) there are bundle maps pi : Ek_[lX\{xi, . . . , XI} + Ek I X\{xl, . . . , xl} such that p,*(Ai) 
weakly converges to A. 
Remark 5.1. Every total energy of an ideal ASD-connection is the same energy 8Tr2k. 
Proposition 5.2. (1) Any sequence { [Ai]) in If@’ has a Zimitpoint in the space of all &-invariant 
ideal ASD-connections J@’ U Mf!, x X U . . . U Sk(X) with the above topology where S’(X) 
is the symmetric product of n-copies of X. 
(2) Zf u sequence ([Ail) in n/c: has a subsequence ([A:]) which converge to an ideal Z,,- 
invariant connection ([A], (x1, . . . , xl)), then the set (xl, . . . , xl) is &-invariant, and the mul- 
tiplicity of xi is divisible by n if the point xi is an element of the jixed point set Y. Thus !Z is 
divisible by n if we count the multiplicities. 
(3) The bundle Ek__[, on which A is a connection, can be inducedfrom a bundle on X’ = X/z, 
and the bundle maps pi are Z,-equivuriunt. 
Proof. By Uhlenbeck’s Weak Convergence Theorem, there is a subsequence ([Air]) of the given 
sequence ([Ail) such that ([Aif]) converges to an ideal ASD-connection ([A], (XI, . . . , xl)), 
where [A] E &_[,x and (xi, . . . , xl) c X. Since each element of the subsequence ([Ait]) 
belongs to Tyc&, h([Ai/]) = [Aif] and 
lim [Ait] = i!i% h([Air]) = h([A], (~1, . . . , XI)) = (h[A], h(xl, . . . , xl)) . 
if-+00 
for any h E Z,. Thus h[A] = [A] and h(xl, . . . , xl) = (xi,. . . , xl). 
On the other hand, the sequence of the push down connections ([A:,]) of ([AI”]) on %&‘,x’ 
has a convergent subsequence, again say ([A:,]), which converges to an ideal ASD-connection 
([A’], (~‘1, . . . , x’[)) on X’. Then the pull back connection n*[A’] = [A] and n-l (xi, . . . , xi) = 
{Xl,... , xl). We consider the energy: 
8n2k = 
s 
I FAN 12dp = 
X s X 
1 FA 12dp + 8n2 k SIi, 
i=l 
8rr2nk’ = n 
s x’ 




The bubbling part is 8n2 cf=, & = n8n2 cfl, &I. If xi E Y is an element of the fixed point 
set Y, then there is a unique element xj E (xi, . , . , xi) such that n-l (xjl) = xi and the xi has 
a multiplicity divided by n. If xi $ Y, then n-i (7t(xi)) consists of n elements in (xl, . . . , xl). 
Thus I is divisible by n if we count the multiplicities. The (3) is clear from the above argument. 
6. Polynomial invariants 
Let the cyclic group Z& act on X semifreely, and let Z,, act on the bundle E &- X such that 
p is a Z&-map. Suppose that the fixed point set Y of Z, on X is a 2-dimensional submanifold of 
X, and Z,, acts freely on the complement X\Y of Y, and Z, is the identity on the restriction EIY 
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of the bundle E over the fixed point set Y. Let E’ + X’ be the quotient bundle of the bundle 
E + X under the action of Z,. We need some conditions to define the polynomial invariants 
on the quotient bundle. The dimension of the moduli space n/c;, of the ASD-connections on 
the quotient bundle is the same as the dimension of the invariant moduli space %‘I$” of the 
Z,-invariant ASD-connections on the bundle E. 
(6.1) The dimension of the moduli space n/c;, 
dim?v$, = (l/n)[dim& - i(n - l){x(Y) + i(n + l)Y o Y]] 
need to be even, say 2d’. 
(6.2) Generically to avoid the reducible &-invariant ASD-connections on E and to be indepen- 
dent on the generic metrics on X to define the polynomial invariant by way of Mp, we need the 
condition 
b;-(x) > Iz - $(fr - l){x(Y) + f(n + l)(Y 0 Y) - 2). 
(6.3) To get a fundamental class on the compactification lr? we need the stable range 
4k:’ 3 2 + 3[1 + (l/n>bzf(X) + (n - 1)/2n. {x(Y) + i(n + l)(Y 0 Y) - 2}]. 
Since the orientation of ?$? is determined by an orientation of Hc (X)“n, we fix an orientation 
of Hc(X)zn. For any crl . . .cY~! E Hz(X; Z)“n such that ;TT*(Cri) = n . ai; in Hz(X’; Z), we may 
choose representatives C 1 . . . cd’ in X such that the Ci are Zn-invariant, and ‘ci fl Cj II Ck = 4 
and h(Ci) fl Cj fl E:k = # for i, j, k distinct and h E Z,. 
As before let ‘8”” N(C,j be the space of &-invariant ASD-connections on El~p,) and let &, = 
v*(Gz,) where y : ‘Bf$ + 23$& is the restriction and Gz, the determinant line bundle 
determined by the coupled Dirac operator on N(Ci). Let Vp be the zero set of a generic section 
on &, such that [O] $ cl(Vz,) and n/c:“, fl (VC, rl . . . fl VC,) is transversal for any I = nA where 
A is an integer. 
Recall H = n;’ (n Hz(X); Z)) is the subspace of Hz(X; Z)“n. Let us define a polynomial 
invariant 4”” : H C3 . . . @ H + Z given by the algebraic sum 
qz$2,, . . . , a&) = #(%tp n vx, . . . n v,,,). 
As usual we may use of the dimension-counting arguments (see [4] and [ 13]), then every 
image of the polynomial invariant q ‘n is finite and independent of the choices made. 
We are ready to compare the equivariant polynomial invariant with the polynomial invariant 
on the quotient set up. Let h’ be a generic metric on X’ and h = n*(h’) its pull back metric on 
X which is smooth Z&-invariant. Since the generic metrics are dense, suppose {hi} is a sequence 
of &-invariant generic metrics on X which converges to h in C’ for some large integer r. Let 
(hi} be the push down metrics on X’. Since hi is a %,-invariant generic metric on X, qf” is a 
well-defined invariant obtained by Mk (hi)“‘. 
For singular metric as hj Donaldson-Sullivan [S] define the polynomial invariant using several 
modified Sobolev spaces. So we may define the invariant qj defined by ML, (hi), and we can show 
q”%t,..., a&) = q#;, . . . , c&) ifai = PDTc*PD’-‘~~, Oli E Hz(X, Z)“n, i = 1 . ..d’by 
(3.2) and (3.8). By taking the limit we have limi-too q((a;, . . . , a:,) = q’(a;, . . . , a&,) where q’ is 
the polynomial invariant defined by ?v$,(h’). Also by taking the limit limi+ao q,?’ ((~1, . . . , ad’) = 
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qZnh,..., CQ) where 4”” is the invariant defined by M,(h)zn. If we combine all of the above 
results, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.4. There is a relation between the polynomial invariants q’ on M;, and qz2 on n/z: 
as follows: 
q’(& . . 1, ,I;,) = qznPD**PD’-‘(al,. . .) c&j’) 
whereal,..., ad’ E Hz (X’, Z), P D and P D’ are Poincare’ dualities in X and X’ respectively, 
and n* : H*(X”, Z) + H*(X, Z) is the homomorpism induced by the projection n : X + X’. 
Proposition 6.5. If E + X is an S0(3)-bundle instead of the W(2)-bundle case then there is 
a canonical imbedding M*zn into M* as a fixed point set of the &,-action on the whole moduli 
space n/c* of the ASD-connections on E. 
Proof. Suppose that Al and A2 are Z,-invariant ASD-connections. If [Al] = [AZ] in M*, then 
AI = gA2g-’ for some gauge transformation g E 9. For any element h E &,, we get 
A, = gA2g-’ = ghA*h-‘g-’ = (h-‘gh)A2(h-‘gh)-‘. 
Since A2 is irreducible and its isotropy group rA2 = {l}, we get h-‘gh = g. i.e., gh = hg. So 
g is &-invariant and thus [Al] = [AZ] in M*zn. 
7. Examples 
Let us construct a complex surface S,,, which is an n-fold cover of CP* with branching set 
Y. Let H + CP2 be the canonical complex line bundle. Let s be a holomorphic section of the 
line bundle H”P +- C3p2 with s-‘(O) = B. Define S,., to be the surface of the total space of 
HP + CP* given by the equation e” = S. Then the projection map in HP induces a map 
Jr 1 SpJl + CP2 
which is n to - 1 away from Y. The hypersurface S,,, of H is simply connected. By an appropriate 
triangulation of the branched covering space S,,, we have the Euler number of Sp,n: 
x(S,J = n . x(@P*) - (n - 1)x(Y) = 3n - (n - 1)x(Y). 
The branching set Y is a Riemann surface with genus: 
g(B) = i(np - l)(np - 2) 
x(S,,,) = nI3 + P@ - l)W - 31. 
The first Chern class cl (S,,,) = -cl (A2T*Sp,,) where cl (A*T*S,,,) is the Chern class of the 
line bundle of holomorphic two forms. If w is a locally non-vanishing holomorphic 2-form on 
@P*, then the lift n*(o) may have a simple zero along rr -’ (B) = B. This implies that 
c, (A*T*S,,,) = n* (c&12T*CIF’*) + fPD[Y]) 
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Since the bundle A*T*@IP* is isomorphic to HP3, 
Cl<&J.n) = -(P - 3)7t*(a), 
Ci(Sp,J2 = (p - 3)%*(a v a) = n(p - 3>*, 
where a is the generator of H2(@IP2 : 2). 
Since 
b2(SP.,) = x(S,.,) - 2 = p2n3 - (p2 + 3p)n2 + (3p + 3)n - 2, 
cr(S,,,) = +p,(S,,,) = i(c; - 2c2) = ;[n(p - 3)* - 2n{3 + p(n - l)(np - 3)}]. 
We get 
b2+(Sp,,) = b(c: + c2 - 6) = +(p - 3)* + n{3 + ~(n - l)(np - 3))] - 1, 
b,+&,) = #c2 - c; - 6) = ;[5n(3 + ~(n - l)(np - 3)) - n(p - 3)*] - 1. 
If p is odd, then ci(S,,,~) = -(p - 3)x*(a) = 0 (mod 2) and S,,,, is spin. Let p = 1 and n = 6. 
Then 
b;(&,6) = 21, b;(Si$) = 85. 
Thus 
Sl,(j = 4K3#9(S2 X S*) + @P* = S1,6/Z6 
is a branched cover with genus 10 Riemann surface Y as the branching set. By the Donaldson’s 
vanishing theorem, all polynomial invariant qk,X on X = 4K3#9(S2 x S*) is identically zero. 
But the Donaldson’s Theorem for simply connected complex surface say that the polynomial 
invariant qkl,X’ for X’ = Cl?‘* is not zero for large k’. Thus qpx is not identically zero even if 
qk,x is identically zero. 
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